Given any discrete semigroup (S, +), there is an extension of the operation to ßS making (ßS,+) a left topological semigroup. The aim of this paper is, among other things, to prove that there exist strictly increasing chains of principle left ideals and of principal closed ideals in (/?Z, +).
is there a strictly increasing chain of principal left ideals in ßZl Also, by [3] given any p one has cl(ßZ+p) is a two-sided ideal which we call the principal closed ideal generated by p. One can then ask: is there a strictly increasing chain of principal closed ideals in ßZl In §1 we show that there is a sequence (/4")~0 of closed G g subsets of Z* satisfying (1) for each new, An+X + A"+x C A" . (2) for each n e co and each p e An, An+X n cl(/?Z + p) = 0 (and in particular Ân+X n (p + ßZ) = 0).
(Recall that oe = {0, 1,2,...}.)
The motivation for this construction comes from the proof [2, Corollary 2.10] that any compact Hausdorff left topological semigroup has an idempotent. This proof begins with any compact nonempty set A with A + A C A and, in effect, shrinks A to a point x with {x} + {x} ç {x}, i.e., with x + x = x. In a converse fashion it has recently been shown [1] that given any countable subsemigroup T of ßZ, each point t e T can be expanded to a compact Gs G(t) with G(t) + G(s) C G(t + s) for all t, s e T. Taken together these facts indicate that one might expect to be able to treat compact subsets of ßZ as "big points." If we could then collapse each An to a point p" we would get for each n that p"+i + p"+i = p" (so that p" e pn+x + ß1> and hence pn + ßZ ç p"+1 + ßZ). The second part of the construction would then show that p"+i xf pn + ßZ so that p" + ßZ is properly contained in pn+x + ßZ.
Of course one does not need this much; it is enough to get points p" in An and q" e ßZ with for all new, p"+x +qn+x = Pn ■ We conclude § 1 by showing that we can accomplish this in reverse order. That is, we can get p" and q" in A" with qn+x +pn+x = Pn for all n e oe. As a consequence one obtains strictly increasing chains of principal left ideals and of principal closed ideals.
The construction of the sequences (pn)%Lo anc* v?«)£to is based solely on the topological-algebraic properties of the sets An . We show in §2 that one cannot hope to appeal only to such properties to obtain a strictly increasing chain of principal right ideals in ßZ.
We take the points of ßZ to be the ultrafilters on Z, the principal ultrafilters being identified with the points of Z. Given p and q in ßZ the operation + is characterized by A e p + q if and only if {n e Z : A -n e p} e q.
The topology of ßZ is characterized by the fact that for A ç Z, p e cl A if and only if A e p .
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INCREASING CHAINS OF PRINCIPAL LEFT IDEALS AND PRINCIPAL CLOSED IDEALS
For A ç Z, by 0"<t" A we mean the set of all sequences in A with only finitely many nonzero terms. Proof, (a) Let p, q e A"+x . To see that p + q e A", let mew be given. We must show A" e p + q. But by Lemma 1.2 we have immediately that A™+x Q{xeZ: Afl+x-x ep} and hence that A"/+x ep+q. Since A™+x ç Aff , this suffices. _ (b) Suppose we have some r e An+X C\cl(ßZ + p). Then A°n+X er so clA°n+x is a neighborhood of r so (cl^°+1) n (ßZ + p) £ 0. Pick q e ßZ with q+p e clA°n+i, i.e., A°n+l e q+p.
Let B = {x e Z: A°n+l -x e q}. Then B e p so pick x e BC\A°n. Pick a e 6¡¡ with x = £°!0a,^, and let m = We are now prepared to deduce from the topological and algebraic facts contained in Theorem 1.5 that there are strictly increasing chains of principal left ideals and of principal closed ideals. We utilize the notion of the limit along an ultrafilter. Recall that if £ is an ultrafilter on a set / and (x,),e/ is an /-sequence in a topological space the statement Z, -limí(E/ x¡ = y means that for every neighborhood U of y, {i e I : x¡ e U} e Ç. Recall also (or do the easy exercise which is the proof) that if / is a continuous function and ¿; -lim,6/ x¡ exists, then /(£ -limi€/ x¡) = Ç -lim,e/ f(x¡).
1.7. Theorem. Leí (S,+) be a compact Hausdorff left-topological semigroup and for each new let An be a nonempty closed subset of S with An+X+A"+X ç An . Given any sequence (i«)^0 vvz'rTz each q"e A", there is a sequence (p")~ 0 with each p" e A" such that for each new, qn+x + pn+x =p" . Proof. Choose any nonprincipal ultrafilter ^ on w. For n and mew with n > m let rn>m = qn ■ By downward induction for n < m let r"m = qn+x + rn+Xrm. For each new let pn = Ç -limmecu r"m. Observe that since for each n and m in cd we have r" >m e An we have p" e An . Note also that foxnew, {m e w: rn,m = qn+x + fn+x,m} is cofinite and is hence in £,. Thus for n e w we have q"+x + pn+x = A?n+,(¿ -limmeíür"+,im) = ilimm6c"^n+1(r"+1>m) = Ç-limm€w{qn+x +rn+x>m) = p" . D 1.8. Corollary. There exist strictly increasing chains of principal left ideals and of principal closed ideals in ßZ. Proof. Pick by Theorems 1.5(a) and 1.7 sequences (pn)£L0 and (?n)£io w^tn each pn and q" in A" and each <7"+i-l-p"+i = pn ■ Then for each n, ßZ+p" ç jßZ-l-p"+i and hence cl(/?Z+p") ç cl(ßZ + p"+x). By Theorem 1.5(b) we have pn+xeißz + p"+x)\ciißz + pn). D
Compact subsets of left topological semigroups need not be just big points
We show here that Theorem 1.5 and the fact that ßZ is a compact left topological semigroup are not sufficient to conclude that there exists a strictly increasing chain of principal right ideals (i.e., orbit closures) in ßZ. Specifically, we produce a compact left topological semigroup (S, +) and a sequence {An)%L0 of compact subsets of S satisfying We begin by defining an operation * on the finite nonempty subsets of Z. Since always xnin(F * G) < min F we have for (m, F) and (s, G) in T that the sum (m, F) + (s, G) is again in T. It is an easy exercise to verify that + is an associative operation on T.
We topologize T as follows. Given F e &, we make {(m, F): m e w} an open and closed copy of the one point compactification of the positive integers with (0, F) as its point at infinity. That is, if m > 0, {(m, F)}) is clopen and {{(0, F)} U {(m, F): m > n}: n e w} is a basic neighborhood system for (0, F). Observe that as a topological space T is homeomorphic to the topological sum of countably many convergent sequences. The following lemma is therefore a triviality. and min(F * {«}) < n .
To verify (3) suppose we have a sequence (p«)^0 with each p" G A" and each p" e pn+x +S. For each new pick qn+x e S with p" = p"+x +qn+x ■ For each n pick mn ew with p" = (m", {«}) and pick rn+x e w and F"+x e £F with qn+x = (rn+x, Fn+X). Since p" =p"+x+qn+x we have {zz + l}*i=;+1 = {«} and hence Fn+X = {n + 1} . But now for each n we have (m", {«}) = (mn+x, {n + l}) + (r"+1, {n + 1}) = (w"+1 + {n+l)-n, {«}) so that mn+x = m" -1. But one cannot have an infinite decreasing sequence in w. a
Observe that by the left-right switch of Theorem 1.7 we have that S is not a right topological semigroup. (This is also easy to verify directly.)
